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Excerpts
Minutes of the:

meeting of the Co-ordinating Committee

held in:

Winterthur

on:

14 - 15 October 2003

Chairman:

Ms J. Auber (HP)

Secretary:

Mr. J. van den Beld (SG Ecma)

Attending:

Mr. Elzinga (Ecma), Mr. Narita (Fujitsu), Mr. Neumann (Toshiba),
Mr. Statt (Intel), Mr. Theis (Tenovis), Mrs. Valet-Harper (Microsoft),
Mr. Weijenbergh (Philips)

Guests:

Mr. Jacklin

Apologies:

Mr. Gass, Mr. Hofmann
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Review of the work of the TCs
The TC Chairmen’s reports are attached to these minutes (pdf version only) and were
presented as follows:
TC12
TC15
TC17
TC20
TC26
TC31
TC32
TC38
TC39
TC42

1.1

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Elzinga (no meetings, no report)
van den Beld (no meetings, no report)
van den Beld (no meetings, no report)
Elzinga (no meetings, no report)
van den Beld
Neumann
Elzinga
Elzinga
van den Beld
van den Beld

TC12 - Product safety
No meetings, no report. The balance between safety requirements and economic viability is
critical. Therefore, industry must carefully handle any proposed diversion from Ecma-287 by
IEC TC 108.

1.2

TC17 - Magnetic tapes and tape cartridges
No meetings, no report. See item 7.2 on the forthcoming proposal from Japan to JTC 1 on a
merger of SC11 (magnetic tape) and SC23 (optical disks).

1.3

TC20 - Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
No meetings, no report.
TC20 members are involved in the EMC radiation that is emitted when broadband networks
are installed, particularly when connected via old cabling installations.
The UK and Germany have already developed some national regulations for “enforcement”
purposes, but the EC wants to maintain only harmonized standards in Europe. To achieve
this, Mandate 313 has been issued. This mandate is currently leading to acrimonious
debates in the Special Group that has to deal with the mandate. One reason is that there
are very diverse interest groups for broadband technology. For example, groups aiming at
(cheap) broadband access in rural areas (when interference risks are virtually non-existent)
have very different interests from the experts in industrialized areas. Additionally, the
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This is an excellent opportunity for member companies, which are active in IP protocols, to
participate.
The CC recommends to adopt the following draft new edition of one Ecma Standard and to
approve its submission to ISO/IEC JTC 1 for fast-track processing and to ETSI for
immediate publication:
−

Ecma-333 2nd edition: Private Integrated Services Network (PISN) - Mapping Functions
for the Tunnelling of QSIG through H.323 Networks (GA/03/76 - TC32/03/60)

The CC recommends to adopt the following draft Technical Report and to approve its
submission to ETSI for publication as ETSI Guide:
−

TR on Corporate Telecommunication Networks – User Identification in a SIP/QSIG
Environment (GA/03/60 - TC32/02/49)

The CC recommends to adopt the following draft standard and to approve its submission to
ISO/IEC JTC 1 for fast-track processing and to ETSI for immediate publication:
−

1.7

Near Field Communication Interface and Protocol -2 (NFCIP-2) (GA/03/69 - TC32/02/52)

TC38 - Product-related environmental attributes
See report: TC38/03/36.
Much to the surprise of TC38 and Ecma, there is currently no home on international level –
ISO or IEC, directly contributed or via fast-track processing – to deal with the subject of
Ecma-341: Environmental design considerations for electronic products. This is the more
surprising because near future regulations may force industry to define a strategy, in
particular in Europe. The ISO Technical Board will explore new possibilities in the near
future on how to deal with this subject.
Noting the impossibility to currently promote Ecma-341 as an International Standard, the CC
recommends to explore standardization at European level.
The Ecma Secretariat will send a letter, together with the Standard, to CENELEC to explore
the possibilities for publication on European level. If that also fails, then a similar letter will
be sent to ETSI.
TC38 is considering to develop a standard on method(s) to measure the energy
consumption of IT equipment.
TC38 is reviewing TR/70 on "Product-related Environmental Attributes". The review will be
finished early 2004. The CC supports the request from TC38 for a postal ballot by the GA,
when made. A document for the justification of this postal ballot will be provided by TC38.

1.8

TC39 - Programming and Scripting languages
See report: TC39/03/44.
The four existing TGs have made substantial progress in their work. New standards for C#,
CLI and Eiffel will be submitted for approval by the GA in December 2004.
The press release on the forthcoming standard on ECMAScript for XML has been wellreceived. See URL:
http://www.ecma-international.org/news/ECMA%20E4X%20Final%20Final%20Web.htm
TG1 expects to complete the standard around the end of 2003. The CC supports the request
from TC39 for a postal ballot by the GA early 2004, when made. A document for the
justification of this postal ballot will be provided by TC39 and TG1.
TC39 has approved in its 16 th meeting on 1 st of October 2003 to start a new Task Group,
TG5, for the development of a standard for the binding of the programming language C++
and Common Language Infrastructure (CLI). The Convenor will be Mr. Plum (Plum Hall).
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It is likely that the project is interesting for several companies, including some which are not
yet a member of Ecma.
Good acceptance of the new standard in the market place is highly likely.
The ToR for the new TG will also be reflected in the ToR of TC39. See annex A for the
updated ToR of TC39 and the ToR of TG5.

1.9

TC42 - Interconnects
See report: TC42/03/5.
The forthcoming publication of ISO/IEC 18372, resulting from the fast-track processing of
Ecma-342, will be used for a press release.
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Possible new work items for Ecma International
TC39 has created TG5 for the development of a C++/CLI binding standard.
TC32 (TG11) is considering the development of a standard for an object model on top of
CSTA.
TC31 starts a project on a 90 mm GigaMO disk with a capacity of 2,3 Gbytes. Apart from these
"internal" new work items no others are envisaged.
Mr. Elzinga raised the question whether there is a role for Ecma in acquiring new work and, if
so, what that role would be? For example, the Ecma Secretariat has made an exercise on OSS
(Open Source Software) although this has not (yet) led to new work. The question led to a
rather long and open discussion, without a firm conclusion, from which the following was
noted:
−

It is up to the GA to decide on the Ecma budget and the investments Ecma needs to make,
according to Mrs. Valet-Harper.

−

A standardization body needs to keep its core members "happy". The members know the
value of Ecma. They also should know where they want Ecma to be active.
The members should share a vision that Ecma can start marketing, according to
Mrs. Valet-Harper. Individual core members each have their own vision about Ecma and
their own "feelings of happiness". It is an open question whether the members can agree
on a common vision, according to Ms Auber who wishes to confirm this common vision.
The creation of a vision and a value statement for Ecma must take into account what you
are today and what you want to be in the future: an organization, like Ecma, cannot throw
away its past because that would only blur the organization.

−

Mrs. Valet-Harper considers that a standard results from the need for an agreement
between several industry players. If Ecma members have a clear understanding of the
benefits of working in Ecma, and are "happy" with what Ecma brings to the standardization
scene, then they will continue to use Ecma for turning industry agreements into standards,
according to Mrs. Valet-Harper.

−

Mr. Weijenbergh does not believe that "happiness" is critical but would prefer an answer
to the question "why does industry need Ecma?" One answer is that Ecma is making good
hardware standards in a timely way. If such standards were no longer needed – not
unlikely for media standards within the next two to three years! – then several core
members, which are now still "happy", will withdraw from Ecma unless a strategic
alternative is found.
Standards for regulations, interface definitions, interoperability, corporate networking, etc.,
have all had their happy members, but happiness does not help when a "mission is
accomplished".
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Annex A

TC39 - Programming and Scripting languages
Scope:
To standardize:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the syntax and semantics of the general purpose, cross platform, vendor-neutral scripting language
ECMAScript
ECMAScript for XML
the programming language C# (C "sharp")
the programming language Eiffel
a Common Language Infrastructure (CLI)
a CLI binding for C++

Programme of work:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

To develop a standard for the dynamic scripting language ECMAScript.
To develop a standard set of language extensions to provide native XML support in ECMAScript.
To develop a standard for the programming language C# (pronounced C "sharp").
To develop a standard for the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI).
To develop a standard for the programming language Eiffel.
To develop a standard set of language extensions to provide a CLI binding for C++.
To contribute the standards to ISO/IEC JTC 1.
To investigate the further direction of standards developed by TC39.
To evaluate and consider proposals for complementary or additional technology.
To maintain liaison with appropriate other Ecma TCs and TGs.

TC39 - TG5 - CLI Binding for C++
Scope:
To standardize the syntax and semantics of a general purpose, cross platform, vendor-neutral set of
language extensions to provide a CLI binding for C++.

Programme of work:
1. To develop a standard set of language extensions to provide a CLI binding for C++.
2. To maintain liaison with appropriate Ecma International TCs and with external standards bodies.
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Ecma/TC39/2003/44

TC39 Chairman’s Report to:

Co-ordinating Committee

Written on:

14 October 2003

1

Officers
Chairman: Joel Marcey (Intel Corporation)
Vice-Chairman: Andrew Clinick (Microsoft Corporation)
For reference the most recent chairman’s report is contained in Ecma/TC39/2003/17.

2

Meetings
The following 27 technical meetings of TC39 Task Groups and one TC39 meeting have occurred
since the most recent report.
Task Group meetings:
•

TG1 24 April 2003: Conference call, hosted graciously by BEA

•

TG1 8-9 May 2003: Redmond, WA, USA, hosted graciously by Microsoft

•

TG1 22-23 May 2003: Conference call, hosted graciously by BEA

•

TG1 5-6 June 2003: Mountain View, CA, USA, hosted graciously by Netscape

•

TG1 19-20 June 2003: Conference call, hosted graciously by Microsoft

•

TG1 1-2 July 2003: Redmond, WA, USA, hosted graciously by Microsoft

•

TG1 15-17 July 2003: San Francisco, CA, USA, hosted graciously by Macromedia

•

TG1 22 August 2003: Conference call hosted graciously by Microsoft

•

TG1 4-5 September 2003: Redmond, WA, USA, hosted graciously by Microsoft

•

TG1 29-30 September 2003: Ilminster, Somerset, England, hosted graciously by Jaggersoft

•

TG2 25-26 March 2003: Face-to-Face, Cupertino, CA, USA, hosted graciously by HewlettPackard

•

TG2 11-12 June 2003: Face-to-Face, Hillsboro, OR, USA, hosted graciously by Intel Corporation

•

TG2 1-2 October 2003: Face-to-Face, Somerset, United Kingdom, hosted graciously by Jagger
Software

•

TG3 27-28 March 2003: Face-to-Face, Cupertino, CA, USA, hosted graciously by HewlettPackard

•

TG3 10 April 2003: Phone conference

•

TG3 23 April 2003: Phone conference

•

TG3 2 May 2003: Phone conference

•

TG3 8 May 2003: Phone conference

•

TG3 29 May 2003: Phone conference
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•

TG3 9-10 June 2003: Face-to-Face, Hillsboro, OR, USA, hosted graciously by Intel Corporation

•

TG3 26 June 2003: Phone conference

•

TG3 24 July 2003: Phone conference

•

TG3 7 August 2003: Phone conference

•

TG3 21 August 2003: Phone conference

•

TG3 29-30 September 2003: Face-to-Face, Somerset, United Kingdom, hosted graciously by
Jagger Software

•

TG4 19-21 June 2003: Nancy, France, hosted by Loria

•

TG4 25-27 September 2003: Goleta, USA, hosted by Eiffel Software

TC39 meeting
•
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1 October 2003, Dillington House, Somerset, UK, hosted by Jaggersoft

Future meetings
The TG1 plans to meet face-to-face at least once (November) before the next TC39 meeting. Future
face-to-face meetings and phone conferences will be scheduled as needed.
The TG2 plans to meet face-to-face twice (January, March) before the next TC39 meeting.
The TG3 plans to meet face-to-face twice (January, March) before the next TC39 meeting. The TG3
also plans to utilize as needed phone conferences between the two meetings in order to ensure a
stable edition 3 specification.
The TG4 plans to meet face-to-face at least once twice (November) before the next TC39 meeting.
Future face-to-face meetings and phone conferences will be scheduled as needed.
TC39 Meeting
•
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18 March 2004, Melbourne, Australia (Monash University)

Progress
The TC39 has unanimously (with one abstention) agreed to the formation of a 5th task group. The
TG5’s focus will be to standardize a C++ language binding to the CLI (the CLI has been
standardized by the TG3). The TG5 will be convened by Tom Plum (Plum Hall) and the specification
will be edited by Rex Jaeschke (Microsoft).
The task groups of the TC39 are making substantial progress on all fronts. All task groups are
continuing work on their respective specification editions. The TG1, TG2, TG3 are adding new
features and technologies to their specifications. The TG4 is working on creating a first edition of
their specification. Many meetings and phone conferences have been held. Joel Marcey was reelected as convener of the TG3. No other elections occurred. See “Latest Status” for complete
details.
The TG1 plans to submit next editions of their specifications (ECMAScript and E4X - which should
soon be integrated) for postal ballot at the end of 2003.
The TG2 expects to submit the next edition of the C# specification in September 2004.
The TG3 expects to submit the next edition of the CLI specification in September 2004.
The TG4 plans to submit the first edition of the Eiffel specification in September 2004.
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5.1

Latest Status:
Task Group 1: ECMAScript (2003/039)
Mr. Rok Yu (Microsoft) presented his Convener’s report to TC39.
The TG1 has been active over the last 6 months. Mr. Waldemar Horwat resigned from the position
as E4 Editor at the July 15th meeting. The working group decided to suspend work on E4 until
ECMAScript for XML (E4X) is completed and a new editor is identified. The working group thanks
Mr. Horwat for his efforts as E4 Editor. The working group agreed that the first version of the E4X
will continue to be developed as an extension to ECMAScript Edition 3 and that the integration of
E4X into ECMAScript will be completed in the next version per the original terms of reference.

5.2

Status report from Task Group 2: C# (2003/40)
Mr. Jon Jagger (Jagger Software) presented his Convener’s report to TC39.
The TG2 has made substantial progress over the last 6 months. The task group has been focused
on solidifying specifications to be added to edition 3 of the C# specification. Technical
submissions surrounding Generics, Property Accessibility, Iterators, Anonymous Methods, Partial
Types, Explicit Namespace Qualifier and Keyword Evolution have been folded into the
specification or just require small edits before being folded. Work on other technical submissions,
including Pragma, are waiting concrete proposals. To enable more public engagement with the
CLI standard, the task group tried to establish a usenet group called comp.std.csharp. The vote
for this group unfortunately failed to garner sufficient votes. As a fallback, the working group will
look into the possibility of DevelopMentor hosting a public mailing list for the purpose of discussing
the C# standard.

5.3

Status report from Task Group 3: CLI (2003/38)
Mr. Basim Kadhim (Fujitsu) presented his Convener’s report to TC39 (for Joel Marcey – Intel
Corporation).
The TG3 has been very busy during the last six months, with 3 face-to-face meetings and 9 phone
calls. During this time, the task group has been focused on solidifying specifications to be added
to edition 3 of the CLI specification. The task group has incorporated parts of Generics into its
working draft with ongoing work continuing. Proposals for relaxed exception ordering and a
debugging information interchange format have been approved will be incorporated into a working
Work on the no. prefix is complete and is incorporated into current working drafts. A proposal for
the extended threading library API was reviewed and received preliminary approval at the latest
face-to-face meeting. As usual, minor-scale comments and issues are being resolved as they are
introduced. There are still quite a few class library comments to be resolved. To enable more
public engagement with the CLI standard, the task group tried to establish a usenet group called
comp.std.cli. The vote for this group unfortunately failed to garner sufficient votes. As a fallback,
the working group will look into the possibility of DevelopMentor hosting a public mailing list for the
purpose of discussing the CLI standard.
Joel Marcey (Intel) was unanimously elected to continue as convener of the task group while
Basim Kadhim (Fujitsu) was unanimously elected to continue his role as vice-convener

5.4

Status report from Task Group 4: Eiffel (2003/37)
Ms. Christine Mingins (Monash University) presented her Convener’s report to TC39.
The TG4 has reviewed about two thirds of ‘Eiffel the Language 3’ (ETL3). This document forms
the draft Ecma standard. The June and September meeting were spent performing in-depth
reviews of draft chapters of ETL3 and reviewing/pre-approving several feature items. The meeting
also planned the work to be done by next 2 meetings in which we will finish the review of ETL3
and prepare after the June 2004 meeting our first final draft for submission to the GA during the
second semester of 2004.
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Election of Officers
Joel Marcey (Intel Corporation) was unanimously re-elected as chair of TC39. Andrew Clinick
(Microsoft Corporation) was unanimously re-elected as vice-chair of TC39.
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Drafts to be submitted to the GA for Adoption
The TC39 currently has no drafts to be submitted to the GA for adoption.

8

Recommendations
The TC39 currently has no recommendations.

Joel Marcey (Intel Corporation)
Chairman TC39

